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CITY EDITION

W'atson, was offered in evidence
piayers who ever attended the Unithe senate lobby committee toversity of California; George Gardner
of the Foreign club; Guy E. Vaughn,
day by Martin M. Mulhall, confessed
fuel agent for the Madera company;
lobbyist of the National Association
Mia. Vaughn; i.ee Sanders, a meat
of Manufacturers; August p. Gardner
IN
IN
TO
TO
of Massachusetts, Gilbert N. Haugen
dealer at Madera; Koy Hoard', plant
Fred!
of Iowa, Victor Murdock of Kansas,
auditor at Madera;
Schmidt,
E. A. Morse, J. M. Nelson and Irvin
agent for the Dolores Mining comJ. Gallagher of Mexico City,
pany;
L., I.enroot of Wisconsin were the
CO
who is chief clerk to the superintendmarked six. ,
'
ent at Madera; T. R. Hager, chief dis
WILSON'S BUSY DAY
INpatcher; Vt. Rogers, In cTfarge of the THE SENATE MEMBERS OF THAT OAKLEY, MISS PRISON BURNS ATTORNEYS FOR MANUFACTURIN
HEAVY
REPRESENTATIVE MURRAY
MARCHING
ORDER
and Mrs. C. J. Lawrence,
hospital,
Washington, July 22. The regular
ERS WILL ASK NO QUESWITH ALL Of ITS INMATES
PARTY ARE WILLING TO
THEY PROCEED TO CAMPING
TRODUCES RESOLUTION FULL
who is a stenographer in the supercabinet meeting slated for tojday was
STAND BY TARIFF BILL
TIONS OF MULHALL
LAST( NIGHT
OF VITRIOL
PLACES NEAR MONTEZUMA
not held because at the lasf moment
intendent's office at Madera. Many
-- frof the Americans named have their
It was discovered that most of tha
wives and children with them.
were-ou- t
secretaries
of town. Presi- FITCH
REED
OPPOSITION
MAKES
i
IS
PITEOUS
THE
REPRESENTS
VIEWS
SCENE
THEIR
TEMPORARY
TO ISSUE AJPRBCLAMATION
CAMP
"A Mormon named Jesse Williams
dent Wilson denied himself to callers
is to blame for the situation at Maand remained in his study taking up
PRESIDENT IS TO DEMAND RESTO- dera, where the American colony Is THEY SAY THEY CAN GO BEFORE MEN, CONFINEDIN CAGE, SHRIEK SAYS QUESTIONS MUST BE SUB- state department reports and papers TENTS ARE RAISED AND EACH
'
threatened with death by a Mexican
MITTED THROUGH UPPER
FOR MERCY Us THE FIRE
THE PUBLIC WITH THE UTon the Mexican situation and considRATION OF PEACE IN MEXICO
MAN COOKS HIS RATIONS IN
i
Conbnndit
declared
American
band,"
HOUSE'S COMMITTEE
MOST CONFIDENCE
APPROACHES
IN 30 DAYS
ering, the Nicaraguan treaty.
TRUE ARMY STYLE
sul T. D. BJdwards in Juarez today.
Changes in the plans of Ambassador
He hud just received a report which
now hurrying
Henry Lane Wilson,
DECIDED north from Mexico
AVAILABLE MATTER
IS NOT
THE ACT NO APPARATUS
DEMAND MUST BE OBEYED said that Williams had led a band of SMOOT ATTACKS
REPORTED
DELAYED
City, so that he PAY
cowboys against a small band of banwould continue from Havana to New
dits who were killing cattle on WilUNABLE TO LEND AS- BUT IT IS APPARENT ACCUSED York by gea, instead of landing at Key HOWEVER,
AT THE EXPIRATION OF THE PE liam'
THIS MAY BE ONLY
Babicore SAYS IT WILL INCREASE POWER KEEPERS,
Randolph Hearst's
West and proceeding by rail to WashASSOCIATION WILL HAVE
OF THE
"BEEF
SISTANCE, WATCH THE HORRIOD WAR IS TO BE DECLARED
BY AN OVERranch and that after he and his
STARTED
RUMOR
ington, are expected to make a day's
NO COME-BACBARONS"
RIBLE DEATH SCENE
friends later quit the ranch and took
WITHOUT DELAY
ANXIOUS PRIVATE
difference in the time of the ambassarefuge in Madera, the bandits threatdor's time of arrival.
ened to exterminate the entire
Washington, July 22. Attorneys for
Jackson, Miss., July 22. Trapped
Washington, July 22. Senate dem
There was little other than routine)
Washington, July 22 Representaocrats declared today that few set by flames in the second floor of an the National Association of Manutac-turer- WILSON , ' MAKES APPOINTMENT
tive William H. Murray of Oklahoma,
work at Camp McDonald this morn"If the other Americans are harm- tariff
may not be permitted to cross- speeches would come from antiquated convict, cage, 35 negro priswell known as "Alfalfa Bill," intro- ed
Washington, July 22. President ing, the companies being at their leiWilliams should be strung up to their side of the chamber.
examine
Ihe
Mulhall, the confessed lobby- Wilson today nominated Preston C. sure while the officers were la conat
were
oners
to
death
burned
lie
in
which
duced a resolution today
a telegraph pole," said the consul to"We are not going to take up time Oakley convict farm, 20 miles from ist before the senate investigating West of Oklahoma to be an assistant ference. Guard mount took place at
invites the senate to concur, direct- day.
debati-nthis bill," eaid Chairman here.late last night. The flames ra- committee. When Attorney Robert attorney general attached to the in- 2:40 o'clock this afternooa Instead of
ing intervention in Mexico if order
Orozco Reaches Chihuahua.
of the- finance . committee. pidly ate away the only stairway lead- McCarty for the manufacturers today terior department, and Royal Meeker
Simmons
oO
within
and peace are not restored
at the regular time on account of the
Pascual Orozco's force of irregular ' If the bill
of Mul- of New Jersey to be commissioner of
suggested
proves not to be for the ing to the second floor.
a
Wilson
issues
after
President
days
"hike" that will tafce flaca early thij
federals have succeeded in fighting
benefit of the country, it will demtore at the' heavy hall on his story that former Repre labor statistics.
The
prisoners'
proclamation to that effect.
evening. There was no parade today
their way north from Torreon to onstrate
that our ideas of the taritf bars on the jail window but to no sentative James E. Watson of Indiana
for the same reason.
Murray's resolution characterized Chihuahua City, according to mes- are Wrong; if it proves Id be well avail. The flames droye back mem- had been paid a retainer of $500 and
The tramp to the Hot Springs will
Provisional President Huerta as an
for the country, it will demonstrate bers of the rescue party each time a weekly salary of $250 to work for
handed
"black
a
at about 5 o'clock, and with the
marauder,
start
usurping
(Continued on Page Four)
that the opposition is wrong. , That they attempted to liberate the negroes, the passage of a tariff commission
and rear guard formation, the
murderer" acid his regime as "founded
advance
bill with a promise of an additional
is. to this proposition; we
is
there
all
the
back
into
fell
one
murder."
one
who
on treachery, duplicity and
by
regiment will start. The soldiers will
$ 10,000 if the bill was successful, Senare ready and anxious now to pasa flames and
i The
buildin;;
Considered.
Fall
Resolution
p.-perished,
carry all the necessary equipment with
ator Reed, the committee's leading
CHINESE OFFICIALS
the bill." .
was constructed ten years ago of lumthem and will cools their individual
Senator A. B. Fail of New Mexico
questioner, declared himself against FLEE WHEN THEY HEAR OTTOResumes
Smoot
Argument
a
discarded
for
his
from
the
peniten
resolution
ber taken
suppers at the springs and return to
today called up
but proposed that
Senator Smoot today resumed his
no" fire fighting ap
MANS
MARCHING
ARE
UPON
THEIR
was
in
RESIGN
there
citizens
JOBS
of
American
tiary;
Camp McDonald ahout 9 o'clock.
comprotection
argument against the Underwood-Simmon- s paratus at the farm and the first fiooi questions be submitted to the
ADRIANOPLE FORTS
Tt. refers to Con
The men are all interested in this
mittee. The point was not finally
tariff bill. He discussed
inf'am-mablwas
filled
with
of the building
ditions in Mexico. Chairman Bacon
trip and it doubtless will prove to be
decided.
IN
FUNCTIONARIES
SOUTHERN first the agricultural schedule.
all
22. The report of the an education in military affairs.
The
convicts
Sofia,
material.
July
relations
committee,
of the foreign
Mulhall swore that Watson had
"The provisions of the house bill," were worked in thd cotton fields of
PROVINCES UNABLE TO FORE-CASof Adrianople by TurkThe compeition for places on the
demanded that it be sent to that commade
the office of James A. Emery
wool
meat
and
"to
admit
he
RESULT
said,
OF REVOLT
to
false.
the
be
in
was
shown
ish
carewere
housed
today
and
troops
state
terms
he
farm
rifle team started today with all the
the
might
mittee that its
here his headquarters after he was defree, while Imposing a duty on cattle
were
was
It
them
by
fugitive
Bulgarian
thft
spread
for
Among
candidates on the range. The shootnight.
cage
fully weighed.
feated for governor of Indiana in 1905.
.
Canton, China, July 22. Trade and certain other livestock, were so some df"- - "r-'officials from that city who heard that ing was fair this morning considering
' 11,1
"'rviii.? Ions
v
luiubo
words are very serious iUtrra
benn clearly an attempt to deceive tC
a rHcimnoiierinij lurce vi i umua .r- - that 'it, was practically the first time
,,.
at times," he eaid, "and this is one of throughout southern China has
,
,
the proclamation of the farmers "that the majority "party" la
paralyzed
by
coininandHd .by icernmwwiJs
:!!.-- )
niett ii.'s-- Tsc7 6hotip:. on t';e
the times."
witness declared toiiay liiat.'i'oru,. ulry.
The the senate is. to be congratulated for
of Kwang Tung.
i
Bey, had been setm in the vicin- range for a year. Ti,u
Senator Fall asked that it be pass- independence
Indiana
more
of
Senator
occupied
Hemeuway
seeking to make the provision
this news the officials fled centage made this morning was !".
that it was incident has created a feeling of
At
ity.
ed at once, asserting
rooms next to Emery and that Watson
in this city. Stores have been consistent. In doing this, they have,
believing that the en- The shooting continued this afternoon
thoroughly understood by every sen- closed. A
was
in one office or the other much
the
added
to,
already
injury
have
however,
many
great
people
was about to de- until guard mount. The competiton
Ottoman
tire
CONGRESS
ator. Senator Bacon insisted that
army
IN
TODAY
of the time.
left the city. Thousands more have provided for by the house, and inon the place.
scend
the president of the United States
was at 600 yards. The eflld telephones
On February 4, 1909, in a letter to
flocked into the Portuguese colony stead of mak'ing meats and so forth
Communication was restored today which had not been in use for the past
and his counselors were in gratte poof Macao and tiito Hong
Schwedtman, Mulhall got into Illinois between the Bulgarian
Kong. dutiable, the bill now adds livestock
sition of responsibility and at this time
capital and the two years, were brought into service
to the free 'list.
the
are
latter
Met
officials
Among
22.
Senate:
many
politics and brought in former Sen- citadel of Adrianople. Official reports
as
July
such
Washington,
any enunciation of principles
today and now are completely installwho have retired from their posts.
"With meats free it will help con- at noon and resumed debate on the ator Hopkins, who was defeated for
commander theie ed.
this should be thoroughly considered.
the
from
Bulgarian
x
centrate
these
of
the control
There is a strong feeling of resentproducts tariff bill, Chairman Simmons, of the
by William Lorimer.
"As to whether j mis resolution
showed that the Turkish troops retirwho has charge of
Lieutenant
Bump,
as
known
of
hi
what
are
hands
the
deadment
the
southern
senatorial
bill
wrote
the
of
Mulhall
provthroughout
finance committee, announcing the
enunciated the truth should, not be
the
ed
position.
after
reconnoilering
this
team
rifle
the
year, stated this
kill
inces against the policy of Provision- the "beef barons" and will help
would be taken up paragraph by para- lock at Springfield:
discussed at this time," he said.
has order- morning that he was pleased with the
The
government
Bulgarian
compethrottle
and
small
dealers
off
Yuan
al
President
Shi
Kai, hut it is
"We are spreading the impression
for amendment as soon as the
"This is entirely a question of expedc
ed ,ihe fugitive civil functionary
results of the day's work, hut that
felt in most quarters that it will be tition. The expense of feeding and graph
that on account of the contemptible return to their
concluded their debate.
republicans
iency."
posts.
elimithere is still room for great improveof
are
carcass
the
to resist long, as he. comshrinkagle
in the convenSenator Bacon asked if the resolu- impossible
Senator Smoot continued his argu- stand taken by Hopkins
a
in
henca
ment, as the men are naturally a little
a
mands
nated
beef,
trained
transporting
large
army, possesses
tion did not mean that the United
tariff bill, first dis- tion at Chicago last June, wherein he
the
are
ment
Americans
safe
against
behind
the records after having teen
for
and has the support of tne large corporation with facilities
was extremely unfair to the manufac'
States should send an armed force money
22. All American off the
agriculture.
July
cussing
Washington,
a
save
can
range for over a year.
beef
dressed
.
powers.
importing
turers' interest in refusing them a missionaries in Sofia, Bulgaria, are
into Mexico to protect American citiM. Muhall continued his tesMcKinnoa of the Sixth inso
Martin
and
in
deal
New
Sergeant
feeding
Premier
labor,
good
resoon
cerAppointed
zens. Senator Stone, reviewing
hearing before the committee
to a state department
the
United States army has
investigating
safe,
according
lobby
the
before
of
is
no
it
forth.
When
imposed
timony
fantry
duty
Hsiung Shi Ling has been appointed
tain conditions in Mexico, declared
lutions and packing that committor,
from the American legations been in the camp for the past week
message
the
committee.
will
a
be
discrimination
sucof
the
to
against
Chinese
cabinet
he would favor sending an armed premier
in favor of the Gompers crowd, has, at
Bulgaria, Roumania and Servia
Instructing the guard. Sergeant
ceed Ping Chun, who was removed by farmer and others raising livestock
Senator Lane introduced a bill to in a
force. '
large measure, brought this tight
is one of the ablest soldiers
remove federal restrictions in manu- on his own shoulders."
the constituents assembly. The change in this country.
is to be facture of denatured alcohol.
and has added greatly
so
forth
and
meat
for
"But
thj3
purpose
was
to
the.state department
reported
Constitutionalists Make Threats
11 Mulhall wrote SchwedtFebruary
the official handling
that
the
cf
to
the
is
admitted
better
it
strength
free,
Senator Fall asked consideration man about the house judiciary comEl Paso, Tex., July 22 Threats to today.
RECORD MADE of the camp. He handles the guard
WORLD'S
with
be
done
of
away
should
deception
for
protection
for his resolution
get a'U the Americans in the Madera
mount and also instructs the guard
and livestock also allowed to come Americans in foreign countries and mittee.
settlement, burn the big Madera lum"Mr. Watson stated that ho would
of
free.
'n
discussion
IN GULF 10DSNAIIENT during the day. Instead of the careprecipitated a general
ber mills, which supply the El Paso NEW CUliKENCY BILL
see that that committee was fixed
less guard too often seen at a camp
situation.
and
Mexican
the
to fix
Milling company with lumber,
up as. well as it was
KILLS WIFE AND SELF
the men at Camp McDonald now take
of hour of
morning
raze every American house in the
wav
Termination
22. Following a
it, or, in other words, just the
HOUSE
PREPAilED
FOX
Kansas
July
IN
ONE
City,
OUT
on a more dignified appearance and
HOLES
ALLIS
P.
E.
Pearto
the
business precluded action on the Fall we wanted it," said the letter.
camp have been made
reconcilition with his wife, and placFIRST TEE; NEVER
act as if they were proud of their
FROM
THE,
son company as the result of harborresolution.,
In a letter' of February 17 Mulhall
ing his arm around her neck with a
work. This is a great improvement,
DONE BEFORE
DEMOCRATS' MAY
ing of the American cowmen from DISSATISFIED
wrote Schwedtman about the activifor a kiss, Dyzert Schneider,
request
as the first thing that is noticed by
after
ranch
noon.
they
at
Hearst's Babicora
House: Met
SUBMIT MEASURE
RIVALING
ties of Cannon, W'atson, Sherman,
a machinist, today fired a bullet into
A world's record the civilian visiting the camp is the
22
Juiy
Chicago,
of
Oklahoma,
had kil'ied two of. the bandits of El
WILSON'S PET
Representative Murray
Crane and others to pass the hill to
'
'
her brain and then shot himself in
Mocho Martinez's brigand band.
Introduced resolutions,
inviting the make Senator Knox eligible to the was established in the elimination play guard.
reto
is
Neither
head.
expected
touvna
the
of
the camp
conditions
western
The
of
championship
the
This threat was made eight days
sanitary
senate to concur, directing interven Taft cabinet.
Washington, July 22. A rival to thel cover.
,
Homewood course by E. still remain the best that have been
roent.
the
at
if
and
order
ago, and as the telegraph wires are arl m !n if rti tlnn urTonno
peace
a n,oa rod
men
in
Mexico,
tion
Senator Nelson's name was
Mrs. Olivette G. Schneider, the
man known during any encampment cf
down and the brigands are preventare not restored within 30 days after tioned again by Mulhall in a letter to Allts of Milwaukee. The young
the creation of those democraditoday
suit
for
brought
tee, the militia here. Company incineratfirst
wife,
the
recently
the
camp
one
from
in
out
one
from
holed
leaving
issues
any
a proclama- Schwedtman February 20. He told
ing
tic members of the house
banking vorce. She charged that he had two President Wilsoa
in the an- ors have been installed by each com
recorded
is
time
it
the
first
the officials of the Madera company committee who have
effect.
to
the
with
that
tion
of an "extended interview"
opposed various other
wives. The shooting "was at
here and the friends of the Americans
Leader Mann began fil- senator on labor bills and the decision nals of the game that such a feature pany and are being used successfully.
of the administration bill. It
Republican
features!
Mrs.
store
where
ban-Jit- s
the
of
entrance
the
at the distance The general condition has also been
in Madera are afraid that the
business in an of the judiciary committee on the has been accomplished
is largely a
of the Glass plan. Schneider was employed.
'
The two ibuster against any
290 yards.
have already carried out their
allow
improved and i sick man is almost
to
democrats
the
amendment.
law
to
force
Sherman
proposed
Representative Ragsdale of South were married in 1912 and lived first in effort
to
is camp. Thus far tha
was
threats.. Among the Americans in
Allis'
according
unknown at
drive
perfect,
to discuss the
Senator Nelson has testified he had
who yesterday quit the deliwould not sick list has.' been small and only
Omaha, Neb., and later in Waterloo, republicans
ball
Madera are. H. 0. Carr of Newark, Carolina,
the
who
said
experts,
case.
in
Late
.
Mulhall.
slave
no interviews with
white
berations of the committee democrat?, Iowa.
O., manager of the Madera mill; F.
inches higher h.vl it those who claim to be aCfected with
members of the bank February Mulhall seemed to have lost have rolled six
Arkansas
Democratic
of
Wingo
said
Representative
months
four
ago
is
VA
who
Schneider
Mrs.
J. Clark, a native of
Paso,
the
the altitude have been in the hisr-italmissed
cup.
and Representative Henry of Texai, she learned' of the other wives, one ing committee, opposed to various hope of seeing Watson in the cabinet
divisEl
the
Paso
of
the
of
superintendent
"Chick" Evans, president
The biggest trouble with these men,
all had a hand in preparing fhe new living in Hornell, N. Y., and the other features of the Glass currency biil, and wrote Schwedtman, who replied:
ion of the Mexico Northwestern railwestern championship, scored a two however, is homesickness.
leaders
the
,
that
friend
our
submit
"Assure
another
to
hill
his brilliant
road; W. J. Farragut of Alabama, who bill. It would embody many ryou-- )n gaU Lake c)ty Sne safd ghe wrote have drafted Wilson and
The commissary department tml,-Secretary 0f our organization are not fickle; on the eighteenth, green,
is a nephew of Adnmal Farragut, mendations of the old money trust
to them and each told her there had to. President
g
a
73, the test thus the head of Captain Seligman is
him
work
as
as
him
netting
true
to
will
'
be
long
they
,
She then left her McAdoo unofficially.
been no divorce.
lr'
manager of the commissary depart- vestlating committee.
t.
tournament.
and
no
Yesterday
the
of
far
smoothly
!
Passed bill for sale of present post-- he is true to them. I am confident it
The bill will not be introduced in husband.
ment at Madera; W; W. Grubbs of
-,N
'tist tha food has yet been braiil
card totalled 78, so his total of
willi
but
first
office
building at Newark, N. J., and would give our leaders great pleasure
house
the
immediately,
is
of
who
a
nephew
Richmond, Ind.,
round
tnr'put
oualifyimr
tha
by. thir- - department.
for
Wratson
posito
Mr.
any
a
back
new
of
up
and
building.
Wilson
construction
BURLESON CALLED UP
Vice President H. I. Miller of the be submitted to President
The militiamen are looting wtiiifor which Mm ahead, at least temporarily,
Representative Hardwiclt introduc- tion, elective or appointive,
Pearson interests; R, B. Rawlinga ot Secretary McAdoo In an informal way.:
Washington, July 22. Postmaster
score
honors.
towards tomorrow nlpht whni
nlwipura
budsenatorship,
he
judgeship,try
a
tomay
resolutions
embracing
ed two
101 Paso, agent for the Northwestern
If substantial amendments make the General Burleson was summoned
pprm;; .tho 'hoy will be the cn'eMs of The Opt iff
closest
matter."
competitor
obIlia
for
that
or
to
overcome
presidency,
designed
senate
to
the
the
post- get system
suggestions (jay to appear before
at Madera, together with his wife and Glass bill conform
The correspondence developed that early card3 today was that of Warren at a huge ball. AH the " '.) " ' (;
caused rejection of
child; C. C. Commons of Richmond, of its opponents, the new bill may not office committee board to explain by jections which
declined several federal ap IC Wood of Homwood who had 77 and out, according to information rwiv. F
Watson
caucus.
democratic
by
scheme
what authority he proposes to reduce budget
Ind., and a brother of Dr. Commons, be introduced.
73 today.
today, and they are certain of a ptn.-Representative Ripley Introduced a pointments not to Ws liking.
the company physician, and assistant
Democrats of the banking commit- parcels post rates. The summons Is
initial
con
the
than
time. A complete program will to fr
wind
greeted
"war
Lesg
A
six,
court
Including
list,"
supreme
by
the commissary department; tee today continued their considera- believed to be the start of a fight to bill to increase
in
marked play and familiarity of the men with
tomorrow.
to
teen
said
have
gressmen,
or
two
extension
San
A.
the
and
bill
the
cf
Representaprevent
Charles
parcels
justices.
Franeisro, tion of the Glass
Pringle
in
Cannon
resulted
fast
2:03
the
defeat
at
former
noon
greens
m.
for
lightning
Speaker
p.
by
until
Adjourned
post system, as proposed In plans
Cal., who is a mining engineer and tive Ragsdale returned to the
and former Representative James E. general tightening up of play today.
(Continued n Pur ff'rrj
was one of the most famous football
Wednesday.
recently announced.,
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TWO

GO

QM0LDEB5
AFTER

a FJJenacd

tool

HIS

t&

LIVE ALWAYS

ALLEGED "QUEER" ACTIONS OF D.
A. CAMFIELD IN DENVER TO
BE INVESTIGATED

PAST

ASSEMBLY

TO
Ml

TO BE

NEW ARRIVALS IN BOY'S
WAISTS

THE BEST IN

Thaxted. Do you know Thaxted,
with its glorious church and its splendid isolation from the railway? Its
pride was being in EsBex and seven
The nearest
miles from a railway.
station was Elsenham, and you had
to get a cart of some kind to get
you to Thaxted from Elsenham. But
Sir Walter Gilbey has broken down
the tradition by getting a light railway built between Elsenham and
Thaxted. And the oddest part of it
ia that Sir Walter Gilbey. lover Of
horses, has not traveled by railway
for many years. He travels by motor
car when on the journey from Essex
to France (with an interval between
Dover and Calais). Thus he has skipped a generation of invention.
There is a certain triumph in the
refusal to recognize inventions, and
there are many people who keep their
eyes on the ground and never see
Only a few years ago
aeroplanes.
I knew a couple of old ladles who
lived near Henley and always visited
But they did
Oxford each summer.
not recognize the Great Western railThe family carriage was sent
way.
behind the family horses, and the ladies were driven by road. It was a
matter of courtesy to refrain from allusion to railways when those dear
old ladies asked you to dinner. Lon-

Sickness

GOAT

THE

Modern Improvement Frowned Upon
By a Certain Class of English
People.

Lives of CM Foiiia

and Misery Result From
Clogged Bowels In Hot Weather
People advancing in years should
be very carefull of their health during
the hot months, aS"heat has a very
enervating and weakening effect on
them. One has only to look at tne
daily list of fatalities to, elderly people reported by the papers to realize

IN

HISTORY

We have

just received an excellent variety of new

patterns in boy's waists.
MOUNTAINAIR CHAUTAUQUA PROVIDES AN EXCELLENT PROGRAM FOR NEXT MONTH

These come in both light and dark patterns and plain
white, are made from a variety of good fabrics, are
perfect fitting and very serviceable.
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roclties had ceased to excite concern.
An Incident that illustrates some
what the apathy of the peop'ie generally occurred recently in a village in
the state Guanajuato. Rebels raided
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sion In the' form of a Pierrot, as the
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yield.
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bones
the
beside
excited
the
Manuel
crypt
Calero, former ambassador
by
trimmed with ribbons of velvet on the boulevards, but the trimming
to the United States, Jesus Flores
curiosity of the soldiers, who exam- being
which hang in streamers down the of the moment is diaphanous tulle,
and Jorge Vera Estano'i, former ined the interior. The living occupant
back as far as the waist. All colors fine black tulle, with which every
became eligible forthwith for real
e
cabinet members, to unite upon a
are used, but black is me most pop- other smart hat seen in the French
for the presidency agreeable to
ular.
capital is adorned in great gossamer
loyal citizens and rebels. This sugSoft silks of all kinds ere generally like loops, forming an aureole around
CLOUDED BRAIN
gestion had for its weakness the asfor street costumes. These the crown of the Louis Seize hat, or
that rebels in the field Clears Up On Change to Proper Food accepted
sumption
are made up on the strict, posed like a huge black butterfuly on
materials
woul not assent to anything but the
severe lines of the tailored suit, the the crown of the Belgian or other
The brain cannot work with clearoverthrow by force of arms of what
skirts being arranged to give grace small straw shapes.
they term a usurping administration. ness and accuracy, if the food taken to the wearer.
The scheme fell 'of its own weight.
is not fully digested, but is retained in
Among the novelties promised for
THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
The failure of the government to the stomach to ferment and form pois
the fail is brocaded moire, which is Says: "It is a wise precaution
make any headway in Sonora against onous gases, etc. A dull, clouded brain
moire ciotii with brocaded satin floral against getting holes in delicate hosie
the rebels; the daring displayed by is likely to be the result.
figures in old French designs. In the ry to powder the shoes before putting
bands, which captured Zacatecas and1
A Mich, lady relates her experience heavier materials
velvets, chinchillas, them on." Many people sprinkle the
Durango, capitals of adjoining states, in changing her food habits, and reand velours de laine will be famous
plushes
antiseptic powder, Allen's
and raided with impunity the country sults are very interesting:
worn.
Foot-Easinto the shoes, and find
and smaller towns, the occupation or
"A steady diet of rich, greasy foods
At a fashionable wedding in Lon- that it saves its cost ten times over
blockading of all the border ports of such as sausage, buckwheat cakes and don
recently the bride's gown was
entry and the steady and swift growth so on, finally broke down a stomach made of the richest white satin char- in keeping holes from hosiery as well
as lessening friction and consequent
of the movement throughout the re- and nerves
that, by Inheritance, were meuse, trimmed with beautiful Limer- smarting and aching of the feet.
nationat
even
has
created
the
public
sound and strong, and medicine did no ick lace, and it had a girdle of jewellal palace a spirit of pessimism easily
ed silver gauze with long crystal and
apparent good in the way of relief.
PENNSYLVANIA
DEMOCRATS
perceptible. Huerta and his counsel'
"My brain was clouded and dull and pearl tassels.
22. DemocratPa.,
Harrisburg,
July
lors betrayed their despondency ny I was
suffering from a case of constiFinger rings are enjoying wonderful ic leaders of Pennsylvania are roundconcentrating all efforts on reopen- pation that defied all remedies used.
'
popularity in Paris. Not the small,
here for the annual meeting
ing the National Railroad from Mex"The 'Road to We'ilville," in some modest kind, but ring with stones ing up
of the state central committee toico City to Laredo.
It was believed providential way, fell Into my hands, or
settings as big as buttons. The morrow. Interest in the meetim centhat if this line could be opened, the and may Heaven's richest blesingS
stones are turquoise, or scarlargest
ters chiefly in the election of p
effect abroad might be suen as to en- fall on
the man who was Inspired to abs flecked with brown. The larger
Guthto succeed George
able them to market bonds for which write it.
th6 setting the mor,e popular the ring,
canto
were
ambassador
bankers
The
rie,'
Japan.
foreign
given options,
"I followed. derectlons carefully, the
Stockings should match the color didates for the
(?.
are
Roland
and Huerla's forces could thus pro- physica'i culture and all,
place
s
using Grape-Nut- of the gown with which Jthey are
E. Low-- y
long the fight. The wampaign against
with sugar and cream, leaving worn. And black shoes may be. worn Morris of . Philadelphia,
i
Matamoros was practically abandonemeat, pastry and hot biscuit entirely with hosiery of any color. Black Humes, of Crawford county, leader
in the last legislathe
forces
d,, in order to use all the available out of my bill of fare. The result
party
colonial slippers and white stockings
Scran-ton- ,
troops along the railroad.
I am In perfect health once more.
are (frequently iworh w:ith lingerie ture, and Joseph. O'Brien, of
HuerconEnforced service has provided
state
the
last
chairman
of
"I never realize I have nerves, and frocks. B'iue stockings and blue shoes
ta with an army of perhaps 45,001'
my stomach and bowels are in fine are to be seen with white dresses and vention. The state chairmanship will
men but of such character that gov- condition.
be an important office next year, beMy brain is perfectly clear blue sashes.
ernment commanders dare not detach and I am
and
state
of
health
For
that
white
afternoon wear,
enjoying
gloves cause candidates for governor
small bodies of troops for couting or which God Intended his creatures are
be
will
senator
States
United
black.
embroidered
with
heavily
other work, Bugle calls might not should
enjoy and which all might Embroidered or shirred arms are seen
to
their
detachments
back
the
bring
have, by giving proper attention to on some of the finest silk g'ioves. Very
camps.
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
their food." Name given by Postum smart are the white gloves stitched
The army has been recruited by Co., BBattle
a good deal in the daytime, you
yawn
Mich.
red.
"The
with
Lisle
considered
are
Read,
Creek,
gloves
can charge it to a torpid liver which
conscription, by emptying the jails Road to We'ilville, in pkgs. "There's the best for
use in hot. has allowed the system to get full of
and utilizing prisoners captured in a reason."
weather.
impurities. HERBINE cures all dis
battle. These men are rushed into
Ever read the above letter. A new
The wrist ribbon has almost taken orders produced by an Inactive liver.
until
service and carefully guarded
one appears from time ta time. They the place of the strap on the modish It strengthens that organ, cleanses
far from the places of their enlist- are
the bowels and puts the system In
genuine, true, and full of human hanbags. Ribbons appear on leather
good
healthy condition. Price 50c.
ment, so as to prevent wholesale de- interest. Adv.
bags well as on silk ones. They are Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
sertions. It was with such a body as
certainly more in keeping with the
this General Ojeda was compelled to
hot weather, and they can easily be TO EXTERMINATE MOSQUITOES
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
operate in his campaign out of Guay-maInstead of the dally torment of removed when too frequent use wears
Atlantic City, N. J., July 22. If
weak back, backache, sore kidneys, them threadbare.
of the County Mosquito Extermi-irtltio- n
plans
swollen
and
rheumatism, obey
Rebels under Emfliano Zapata apjoints
summer
wear
For
holiday
nothing
commission are successfully
imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
peared fully as active early this that
which is more delightful than Shantung silk, carried out Atlantic City and vicinity
with
nature,
They
month as in months past, and dally
accounts for their success in all kid- whether in the form of coat and skirt will soon be freed from the mosriuito
incursions of the federal district itself ney and bladder disorders. They are costumes or travelling wraps. The
pest, which has long given the New
were common. The raiding of a prop- healing,
strengthening and tonic. color of the fabric is invariably becoast an unenviable reputation.
Jersey
and
of
that
give
Obey
impulse today
erty or village almost within sight
coming, while it is equally attractive Tomorrow' the conunics'.on will rethe national capital and tales of at- - them a chance to help your. O. G. on account of its dust
resisting qual ceive bids for the excavation of 200.-00-0
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
square feet of tma'l ditches to
SEVERE PUNISHMENT
111
ijiUMltVill
drain the meadows between the city
FIVE GOVERNORS IN ONE YEAR
and the mainland. Twenty thousand
J:3j'fll vCisli-Little Rock, Ark., July 22. The
dollars will be expended in the work
state campaign in Arkansas closed The Wonderful Mutic that Buriti Forth of draining the meadows, which are
Of Mrs. Chappefl, of Five Yean'
When the Stork Arrive.
the breeding places for the
today. Tomorrow the voters will
select a governor to succeed J. M.
echoes
that
cry
little,
That
branny
fonnv,
Standing, Relieved by Cardui.
Futrell, who has been filling the va the arrival of the new baby la perhaps the
cancy caused by the resignation of
His Indigestion Curd at Last
Governor Joseph T. Robinson, now
After spending hundreds of dollars
Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Cltap- - United States senator. The demo
for medicine and treatment for indithis town, says: "1 suffered for
fiell of
cratic candidate for the governorship
with
gestion and constipation with only
also
troubles,
years
womanly
stomach troubles, and my punishment is Judge George W. Hays of Camden,
temporary relief, C. H. Hines, of Whitwas more than any one could tell.
and his election is conceded. Judge
low, Ark., was permanently cured by
I tried most every kind of medicine,
Hays is opposed by Harry H. Myers,
Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by
did
me
but none
any good.
the republican candidate, and George most cherished remembrance of our liven. all dealers. Adv.
I read one day about Cardui, the woW. Murphy, tb nominee of the pro- And thousands of happy mothers owe their
man's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. f
strength to
preservation to health Is and
an external remhad not taken but about six bottles until gressive party. Tomorrow's election Mother's
Friend. This
INDIANA POSTMASTERS
I was almost cured.
It did me more will give Arkansas the rather unique edy that Is applied to the abdominal musthe
all
Columbus,
Ind., July 22, Columbus
relieves
cles.
tension,
It
prevents
good than all the other medicines 1 had distinction of having five governors tenderness and pain, enables the muscles
to expand gentlv, and. when tmhy comes, is entertaining for three days the Mtried, put together.
in 1913. The unusually large number the muscles relax naturally, the form Is anual convention of the Indiana Statu
My friends began asking me why I
without laceration, or other ac1
so
looked
well, and told "thm about of executives is due to the fact that preserved
cident.
Postmasters' league. A large attendYou
find Mother's Friend on sale at
Several
will
lieuno
are now taking it."
Cardui.
heretofore Arkansas has had
tho opening of V,w
almost any drug store, as it is one of the ance marked
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any tenant governor to succeed to the standard, reliable remedies that grand-- !
Tomorrow night tup
today.
gathering
of lhe ailments due to womanly trouble,
everywhere have relied upon.
in case of a vacancy. mothers
With Its daily use during the period of Commercial club will give a bonqor-such as headache, backache, sideache, governorship
there is no weakness, no
expectation,
sleonlessness, and that everlastingly tired The president of the state senate has nausea,
no morning sickness, no pain, difor the visiting postmastf.rs and their
been called upon, to serve in the gub- stress or strain of any kind. Its inllnence
feeling?
families.
the
as
it
Is
penetrates
truly remarkable,
If so, let us urge you to give Cardui a ernatorial chair until a governor is
tissues and renders them pliant end easily
Yu
trial. We feel confident it will help you,
by the demands of mrture.
jrnverned
recent
The
session
elected.
regularly
will be surprised fir ftt wonderful effect and
t'jat
Stings or bit i cf in.--(- a
just as it has a million other won.;n in of
affords.
relief
It
a
What
grateful
the legislature took steps to prothe past half century.
followed by swt" nc p ,t or i . '
K specially
to youni; women Mothr'
a
of
lieutenant
election
vide
all
of
of
one
for
the
is
liclptul
the
Friend
should be t'tVd r't
greatest
You
Bein taking Cardui
nilmences.
I: VI I V ")
won't regret u. All druggists.
governor at the same time a governor
You will find this wonderful remedy on are poisonous.
t i Hale at the store where you trade, or th? LINIMENT cou-t"-- -i
obto
Is
which
is
expected
elected,
Writt W ChaHnneoira MgdWna Co., tadtesf
will set it for you. It Is prepared tv
!
I
is
antir
both
I
tv
Dept.
')";
UMttanooe.
Advisory
Turn., for Steaal viate the complications that have ocRegulator Co., 1R8 Lamar niiltdmc,
Instruiticni or your ci d
book. "Horns
5IO I "
Atlanta, Ga. Write thern for a very valu- 25c, EOc
Treatment lor omen," in t.,i;n wrapper. ti.C. 124 curred this year.
able buuk ta exuectsnt mothers.
.
by Central I
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STRAY TOPICS FROM V V V
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

THEIR POINTS OF VIEW
By SARAH E.

busy turning out keys to replace those
Some of
which patrons take away.
the guests are thoughtful enough to
return the keys to the hotel by mail,
con- but the vast majority of those that
under
are
underground railway
and as nearly all of it will are carried away are forever lost. Natn

struction,
that
have four tracks, this means
beis
track
of
single
miles
100
about
done
is beiiig
ing built. The work
who
by 14 different contracting firms,
daily
average
the
on
are employing
about 6,000 men.

Here are some figures concerning
New York
big city. Last year
244
miles of
more
than
little
paved a
street. In addition to the actual placon a permanent
ing of the roadways
the
basis
municipal engineers have
had to consider the problems connected with regulating, grading, and layon streets
ing the sidewalks and curbs
in the newly developed sections of
the city. Thus in Brooklyn alone 40
miles of street were improved in this
way last year. Within the city limits
there are now 1,600 miles of paved
thoroughfares.

the

A company composed

,

of representa-

urally one must wonder at the capa:
city or the architecture of a pocket
which, besides a key, will hold a flat
slab nearly seven, Inches long and an
inch and a half wide so comfortably
that its owner will never think of the
key when he pays his bill.

A famous tragedy of 50 years ago
was brought to the r.iinds cf some old
New Yorkers recently by a court proceeding involving the estate of a man
who made a large fortune in the tobacco business here. The tobacconist
was the employer of Mary Rogers, a
beautiful girl, who was killed in Sibyl
Cove, near the Elysian Fields, in Hoboken. In those days "the fields" was

a resort similar to Coney Island, except that it was much smaller. The
one hotel of the place, "The Shades,"
a capacious colonial mansion, is said
to have been in its earlier days the
summer home of the first Astor. One
night a 'man livng near the place saw
three men carry a' woman from "The
Shades" over toward the cove. The
next day there was much excitement
when it became known that Mary Rogers had been murdered. The police
never caught the men responsible for
the girl's death. The crime is likely
never to be forgotten, since it forms
the basis of one xt Edgar A. Poe"s
best romances.

tive Canadian business men have leased the Grand Central Palace for the
last two weeks of next January for
the purpose of holding an
It is planned to
exposition.
floor
during the exposifirst
the
have
tion devoted entirely to the displays
minof the products of the soil and
on
while
dominion,
the
of
wealth
eral
interests
the second floor the business
atand various subdivisions will have
attractive booths. This is the first
to
made
bring
Trading in stocks is an open game.
tempt that Canada has
the
with
person is privileged to sit in if
contact
Every
itself in personal
the price. If, every brokerrage
he
has
New York public by ocular
house in the country were to decide
against accepting a certain man's account it would still be the easiest
that
word
After waiting 22 years for
to
was
thing in the world for him to deal with
America
ready
her fiance in
the
stock exchange. He might be an
London,
of
Mann
Be
Miss
marry her,
customer for years without evactive
here
England, is expected to arrive
to
at a broker's office. It
er
time
in
appearing
next
week,
at the end of
Rus- is only necessary for anyone desirous
James
to
3,
on
married
August
be
to employ
sell Ross of Islip, L. I. In the 22 years of buying or selling stocks connection
his
to
hide
an
the
intermediary
been
waiting
Mann
had
that Miss
account. A man who has
word from him he married another with the
ago.
time
some
largely in some of the
very
figured
woman, who died
in recent years
movements
market
a
than
more
boy,
little
Ross, while
to would not be recognized if he were
became
engaged
in
London,
living
rooms of the
Miss Mann. Then he decided to come to enter the customers'
mar- houses through
he has been
which
he
later
Five
to America.
yeajs
man in
ried a New York woman. Mrs. Ross buying and selling. A young
on the books as
down
is
his
husband,
employ
and
her
died last January
most of the
left alone, communicated with his for- an active customer, but
over
the
nevare
telephone
orders
had
placed
gotten love in London. She
his emwedwho,
the
gives
by
principal,
The
long postponed
er married.
behouse
A
Mark's ploye's name.
brokerage
ding will take place in St.
that
it
time
Bome
ago
came
convinced
church at Islip.
was handling business for a prosperNo matter how big or how bulky the ous bucketshop, and it started a quiet
were
tag on a hotel key is it Beems impos- investigation. Its suspicions
sible to prevent some persons from partly confirmed, but the man' in
One whose name the account stood, and
forgetting to leave it behind.
of
who placed the orders was a reputthis
every
instances
finds numerous
where
New
able lawyer with a good practice and
In
York,
hotels
the
at
day
in some instances a locksmith is kept no grounds could be found for declining hiB business, even if the house
had been anxious to find such
grounds.

IS. MANGES
ESCAPES

OPERATION
How She Was Saved From
Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Mogadore, Ohio.

I was

married

"The first two years

I suffered

so much from

female troubles and
bearing down pains

that I could not
stand on my

feet

long enough todo my
work.
The doctor
said I would have to
undergo an opera
tion, but my husband
wanted me to try
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable I took

pound first,
laree bottles and it made me well and
Ftrong and I avoided a dreadful operation. I now have two fine healthy children, and I cannot say too much about
- what
Lydia E. Pinkham 'e Vegetable ComMrs. Lee
pound has done for me. "
Manges, It. F. D. 10, Mogadore, Ohio.
Why will women take chances with
en operation or drag out a sickly, halfs
hearted existenee.missing
of the joy of living, when they can find
health in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
three-fourth-

Compound

?

Two of the men who have figured
most prominently in the story of David Lamar and the lobby investigation at Washington stand at the top
of the list of New York lawyers who
have become famous as the legal pil- its of great railroad, financial, indus
trial and other corporations. They
are Lewis Cass Ledyard and Edward
Lauterhach. Mr. Ledyard, as the first
s
of his. name would indicate,
is a native of Michigan. He came to
New York many years ago and began
the practice of law.. He was successful in forming connection with some
of the gigantic corporations that have
been formed in the past 20 years and
has found these connections very pro
fitable. He has been a director of the
Northern Pacific, "Big Four," Lake
Shore, Michigan Central and nearly a
score of other railroads, and has serv
ed as 'an official or director of the big
telephone companies, the express com
panies and numerous banks. Mr.
is better known as a lawyer
than a financier, though he has large
financial Interests In many big corporations. In his law practice he has
made a specialty of railroad and maritime cases and for many years he
has been vice president and counsel
of the Pacific Mall Steamship
two-third-

Lau-terbac- h

FADS AND
FASHIONS

RIFE

HIPP.

She was about nineteen and she
wore a
hat with one red
rose dangling rakishly off the back of
the brim. Her cheeks were as pink as
a baby's. The headgear of her male
companion had a little bow at the
rear. His trousers had cuffs at the
ankles and he had not shaved often
enough to have acquired the whitish-gracomplexion of a grown up man.
The two fell Into the chairs at the little table in the confectionery store
and ordered chocola'te sodas with the
exuberance of youth.
"Goodness!" said she, following
with her eyes a middle aged, couple
who had entered and taken' a table in
a corner. "Shouldn't you think when
people were as old as that they would
have got over caring for soda water
and ice cream?"
"I should say so," agreed the young
man. His expression was distinctly
pitying as he watched the newcomers.
The man was getting portly and,
while the woman's hair was arranged
in the latest mode, it was sprinkled
with gray and she had a decided matronly look. One could be certain that
she had tucked all the children in bed
before she and dad started for their
evening stroll.
"Wouldn't you hate to be as old as
that?" said the young man. "What do
you suppose people find to enjoy in
life at that age?"
"Goodness knows!" said the pretty
girl. "They can't go to dances any
more or have any sort of fun! I
should think it would be perfectly awful! I read about a woman once who
was a famous beauty and whjen she
found her first gray hair she died of a
broken heart. I know just how she
felt!' '
"You'll never get gray!" comforted
the young man. "Not if you live to be
100. But I should think people like
those over there would envy young
canoe-shape-

New York, July 22. New York City
now has under way in subway system
construction, work' to the value of
miles of this
Twenty-seve-
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"Playing With Tops and Dolls Yet."
folks like us when they saw then
getting so much enjoyment out ol
life! Why, they aren't even talkini
to each other only now and then
They're just bored with existence.
don't wonder!"
"I should think," said the prettj
girl as she daintily poised her spool
and watched the persons under discus
slon, "that they'd feel kind of slllj
coming in here and ordering anythini
so juvenile as sodas! It seems funny
somehow!
You never think of olt
people liking such things!"
"We'll never be as old as that," saii
the young man meditatively. "W
won't let ourselves get so old. I can'i
imagine you getting old, anyway
You'll always be just as slim and girl
lsh as you are now "
"And think of you" as fat as thai
man!" she trilled with laughter. "1
suppose they have grown so apathetic
that they don't care! Poor things!"
Meanwhile the middle aged man in
the corner was saying to his wife:
"That's a pretty girl over there with
the funny shaped hat."
"Yes," agreed his wife. "I may get
one like it for Milly. How callow the
boy with her looks! Somehow it always makes me want to cry when I
see two intexperlenced young things
such a3 they are!"
"I know," said her husband understanding. "They are so beautifully
sure of themselves and their knowledge of the world! When you think of
all they've got to go through"
"And all the disillusionment and
heartaches," said his wife. "And it
takes so many years to get to the
point where you can begin to understand and really enjoy life! I sup
pose they fancy they're having a good
time!"
"Silly children!" smiled her husband. "They're only playing with
tops and dolls yet! I'll bet they
haven't exchanged one sensible- remark since they sat down there!"
"She's got an engagement ring!"
said his wife suddenly. "Think of infants like that marrying! Why, it's
terrible!"
"You were only eighteen when you
married me," her husband reminded
her.
"That was different!" said his wife,
"We had more sense than
quickly.
those two! They are so terribly inexperienced! Life must be so empty for
them, really!"
"But they think they're having a
good time," said the nan as they rose.
"They don't know you have to be as
old as we are before you're really
Poor
happy!
things!" Chicago

The Difference Between "The Summer
For thirty years it has been the standGirl" and "The Summer Woman"
ard remedy for female ills, and has reWhile the former is having a "good
stored the health of thousands of women time" the latter is too often dragging
who have been troubled with such ail- around nervous, run down, tired out,
ments as displacements, inflammation,
with aching back and weary limbs,
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc. sleepless and wretched. Often it Is
trouble and
not
If you want special advice write to kidney trouble Pills female
are a direct and
Foley Kidney
Co.
Medicine
(confPinkham
E.
lydia
condlt'ou. O. G.
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will ptsitive help for the
be opened, read and answered by a Schaefer and Fed Cross Dru? Store. Dally News.
Adv. woman and held in strict confidence
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people's representatives in
Washington.
1879.
The entire postal system stands in
imperative need of overhauling and
reformation, j If the stupendous misPublished By
use of the mail service by the poliTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ticians- were discontinued the postof-fic(Incorporated. 1
department would not only pay
its way; but there is no doubt that
EDITOR rates of postage could be substantialM. M. PADGETT
ly reduced all along the line and that
would include, of course, the parcel
'
post.
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Las Vo.;as, New Me: Ico, for trauv
mission through the Vtitei States
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TIMBER

bALES
Two sales of government tirnbor,
aggregating over 51,000,000 feet, are
announced by the United States forest service. The LaMoine Lumber
and Trading company contracts to
cut, 28,300,000 feet of saw timber from
the Shasta national forest of California, and the Saginaw and Manistee Lumber company of Flagstaff has
purchased 24,300,000 feet of green and
dead pine 'and fir timber on the Tus- ayan national forest of Arizona.
The California sale includes several
kinds of timber, at the following rates
per thousand feet: $3.25 for sugar
pine, $2.25 for yellow pine, $1.25 for
Douglas fir, and BO cents for other
species. The cutting period is nine
years, subject to a readjustment of
stumpage rates in 1918.
The area on the TVsayan is near
Williams, on the Santa Fe lines,
which, furnish ready access to the
general markets. The timber is to
be cut prior to December 31, 1915,
and the contract price is $2.50 per
thousand feet.
In both these salss the timber will
be cut by the companies in; conjunc
tion with timber owned by them in
the,fcinity. The government expects
to get an approximate gross return
of $115,000 from the two sales, of
which about $28,750 will go to the
counties in which these forests are
situated, in lieu of taxes.
BIG

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

IN CONGRESS

.

(Continued from Page One)
sages received here today. He succeeded in repairing the railroad as
he came, and is to be sent Immediately north from Chihuahua to attempt to open the Mexican Central
road to Juarez.
En route into Chihuahau he whipped the rebels at Santa Rosalia, Jimenez, Estancjon,. Diaz, Ortiz and
At the latter place he was
badly defeated a year ago when as
a rebel commander he met the federals under General Huerta, now president of Mexico. '
Constitutionalists Begin Big Campaign
Coahuila, Mex., July 22. (via Eagle
Pass, Texas). Constitutionalists are
operating from Coahuila against' the
following cities held by federals in
north Mexico: Torreon, Saltillo, Mon
terey, Lampasos, Monclova and Nuevo
Laredo. They claim to have General
Maes completely surounded at Monclova and the federal detachments in
the other cities cut off so that they
cannot unite with each other.
A small detachment of federals from
Monclova, out on a scouting trip, was
reported to have killed its officers,
left their bodies by the roadside and
dispersed to the hills. Federals ars
forcing many residents of Monclova to
join the army under stress of punishment for refusal, it is charged.
The constitutionalist outposts are a
it is
which,
mile from Monclova,
claimed,, is completely shut off from

CAip
from Page One)

(Continued

Army maneuvers will take place in
the morning and in thiB a number of
problems will be worked out as was
clone by the First and Second battalions yesterday morning. The regimental parade in the afternoon will
complete the day's work tomorrow.
Adjutant General Brookes, Colonel
Abbott and the officers of the regiment were in consulation all morning
in the range house.
The subject up
for discussion is not known. Some of
the soldiers, however, anxious about
their pay checks, started the ru
mor that the money provided by the
United States war department for the
payment of the bills of the encamp
ment had been delayed or held up for
some reason. It was impossible
to
interview the officers on the subject,
as they, were busily engaged in the
conference. However, the truth of the
report is assailed, as the government
always has provided liberally for the
payment of the bills of former encampments and has seen that it arrived on time. Several days ago it
was announced unofficially that to
morrow would be pay day at the camp.

busy life, despite his advanced age,
and Is in good health. His vitality
has caused expressions of amazement
and his vigor is attributed to his sys
tematic method of living. In addltlun
to carrying on the work of his high
office regularly, he has found' time
for the performance of many ceremonies and to assist at commencements, celebrations In honor of priests
and sisters, first masses of young
priests, weddings and other exercises.
Last month he was present at a
dozen or more commencements in
different parts of Maryiand and in
the fatter part of the month ordained
nearly 50 students to the priesthood.
Almost every day he has a walk for
an hour or more, and this doubtless
accounts in part for his good hea'th.

pecial Excursfon Hales
CALIFORNIA

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

Los Angeles or San Diego
Special dates, shorter limit

ERIE CAUSES HALT
IN NEGOTIATIONS
REFUSAL TO SUBMIT TO ARBITRAUNEXPECTED
TION CREATES
SITUATION

New York, July 22. The refusal of
the
Erie to join the other eastern railOne Year
l.OO
In laying its difficulties with the
roads
Months
Blx
the conductors and trainmen before
the federal board of mediation caused
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscripthe board to suspend negotiations totions.)
day. The board invited J. S. Stuart,
orRemit by draft, check or money
vice
president of the Erie, to discuss
der. If sent otherwise we will not
the position of that road. Mr. Stuart
be responsible for loss.
was told that the situation required
on applicaSpecimen copies free
immediate action, ,
tion.
If strong action had been taken by
At their meeting with the employes'
tnis government two years ago it committee of lOOTesterday afternoon
would have prevented war. A strong the mediators, it was learned today,
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
demand on Madero or De lar Barra heard the labor leaders accuse the
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
would have prevented war. Protec- Erie and the railroad managers of
PAID FOR
tion of American citizens held for bad faith, and the men expected that
ransom and killed at that time, ex the officers of the Erie would be ask
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
tended
through arms, if necessary, ed' to answer these charges at their
largest daily and weekly circulation
would
have
prevented instead of pre- conference with the board.
New
supplies.
A NEW FOREST USE
of any newspaper in northern
""
war."
W. G. Lee, president or the Brothcipitated
constitutionalist
Governor
Carranza,
Mexico.
The federal light house bureau and
of Railway Trainmen, declar
erhood
to'
which
Torreon,
the forest service are
in leader, has gone
CARDINAL
YEAR
NEARS
80th
that
the Erie had withdrawn from
ed
to
have
claim
constitutionalists
forest work. Though this Bounds the
TELEPHONES
Baltimore, Md., July 22. Cardinal the conference of eastern railroads
men.
to
10,000
8,000
with
surrounded
strange, it becomes a very simple fact,
Main
Gibbons will enter his eightieth year with the consent of the managers'
Business Office
as pointed out by the officials of the Officers here assert It Will be impos
9
Main
tomorrow, having been born July 23, conference for the purpose of testing
News Department
re
federal
to
send
is cm sible for Huerta
bureaus, that the
1834. His eminence was ordained in whether the men really would strike
fined to the light house districts on lief from Torreon to Durango to pro- 1861 and
began his priestly labors as Mr. Lee Insisted that wrther nego
the shores of the great lakes in the tect American citizens there against curate at St. Patrick's
TUESDAY, JULY 22, 1913.
church, Fells tiations with the Erie were useless.
Am
the
as
requested by
lumber state of Michigan and Wis the bandits,
Point, Baltimore. Six weeks later he The road, he said, was controlled by
consin. The light house reservations ericans.
was appointed pastor of a church at the bankers.
PAUCEL POST BATES
Colonel Jesus Carranza said today
here include a total of nearly 5,500,Locust Point. This was his only ex
In reply Judge Chamers, chairman
000 acres, and range in size from 30 he believed Americans would find reas
were
Those
of
the board of mediation, so, the men
try
pastor.
perience
an
Postmaster General Burleson's
acres at Grand Island, Mich., to 1,040 ports about conditions at Durango have
ing days for the young priest, the declare, told them that public sentinouncement of important changes acres at Grand Marias.
been exaggerated. Governor Carrau';a first
days of the civil war, but he ment probably would bring the Erie
and enlargements in the parcel post
An examination is just being
he said has given positive orders to
his duty faithfully and reg to terms if they would withdraw
performed
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will
public
by
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.system
to determine tire best forest meth protect lives and property of all for
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Make the parcel post more useful. been cut, white pine and Norway
pine authority could reach.
for confederates. As a result of his with the connivance of the board of
confessed
1'or It must be regretfully
will be planted. On others the timAt Sablnas, near here, there ar 3
good work he was appointed, four managers and that he felt sure the
that the parcel post has not been the ber already growing will be preserv
from Monclova, most of years later, secretary to Archbishop managers were anxious to nave all
refugees
uuquaimeu success bu cuuuueuuj ed through use. On two of the res them living in box cars on constitu
of Baltimore. Thencefor the eastern railroads stand together.
predicted by its earlier sponsors. ervations, the forest experts point out, tionalist rations. So far as knovi Spalding
honors
ward
and promotions came to
Not that it has failed in its princi- the
opportunities are excellent for there are no Americans among these. him rapidly. In 1S68 he was consea
cheap growing cedar and pine for spar
pal mission of furnishing
Soldiers at the constitutional quarters crated bishop of Adramyttum. Four
HAYDEN GIVES RESIGNATION
carrying system. But it has not been buoys and piling, to be used in the
well fed and are abundantly sup- years later he was transferred from
are
Washington, July 22. Thomas E,
popular as a means of facilitating work of the light house bureau Itself.
the vicarate of North Carolina to Hayden of San Francisco, associate
plied with arms and ammunition.
business between the consumers and
All parts of the reservations can
done to protect the bishopric of Richmond
been
In May, counsel for the government in the
has
"Nothing
the producers. In other words, it has not be devoted to forests. Some areas
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San Francisco
Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
Special dates, shorter limit -

$48.50
43.50
$55.00
50.00
77.50
72.50

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc., please call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOIL, Agent
on the long side advanced, Reading and strength

first and then developing
weakness.
September started undown to 41
to
changed to
touched 41
and sagged to 40.
Slowness of demand allowed
to drop, first sales varied from
5 cents lower to 2
cents advance,
with September options at $21.50 for
pork; $11.95 for lard and $11.90 for
ribs. The closing quotations were as
follows:
Wheat, July 86; September 87;
December 90.
Corn, July 61; September 62;
December 59.
Oats, July 39; September 40;
December 42.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Pork, July $22.10; Sept. $21.42.
Chicago, July 22. Wheat eased off
Lard, July $11.82; Sept. $11.90;
today on account of the fine weather October $11.95; January' $10.72.
and Ribs, September $11.90;
and large receipts northwest
October
here. There were also bearish crop $11.67.
advices from Russia. The opening
lower to a shade adKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
ranged from
vance.
Kansas City, July 22. Hogs, reSeptember, which started at
to 87, unchanged to a six- ceipts 1,500. Market steady to slow:
87
teenth higher, declined to 87. Good Bulk $99.10; heavy $99.10; packexport call brought about a subse- ers and butchers $99.15; lights $8.95
quent rally. The close was easy with
9.15; pigs $88.75.
, cent net lower at
September
Cattle, receipts 13,000. Market stea87 cents.
dy to strong. Prime fed steer3 Ja.oO
Although absence of rain made corn
8.90; dressed beef steers $7.25
firm at the opening, general selling 8.40; western steers1 $6.75S.25;
soon caused a reaction.
September southern steers $5.507.80; cows $4
to 63,
up at 63
opened M to
7; heifers $58. 80; stackers and
but fell to 62. A further decline feeders $37.65; bulls $4.25C50:
ensued on account of rain predicted calves $69.75.
for Nebraska and elsewhere. The
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market weak.
close was steady at 62
for Septem- Lambs $5.507.25; yearlings $4.50P
ber, a net loss of
cent.,
5.50; wethers $44.75; ewes f3.25
Oats patterned after corn, showing 4.25; stockers and feeders $2.2o4.

Steel to the best. The response elsewhere was disappointing and prices
weakened; Canadian Pacific suffered
from realizing and the absorption of
minor specialties ceased.
The last sales were:
68
Amalgamated 'Copper
.111
American Sugar
97
Atchison
108
Northern Pacific
v.......160
Reading
92
Southern Pacific
148
Union Pacific
57
United States Steel
107
United States Steel, pfd
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:
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Give Us a Trial
It will not require much persuasion to con
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PROGRAM CONFIDENCE

MUSIC

FOR THE OPTIC

Wallace Watson left today for Levy
where he will be for the coming
'
week on a short vacation.
Charles McQpy returned last night
from Topeka, where he has been a
visitor for the past month.
THE LATEST PRODUCTIONS WILL
Hugh Trainer left this afternoon for
MAKE DANCING AN ENKowe on a short business trip. He
JOYABLE PASTIME
tomorrow
will return this evening or

DAIE

TO

AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

THURSDAY S BOUT

VILL START

SUCCESSFUL

RUNYAN

DECLARES

8

FIVE

GET THE SAVING HABI7
and it will start you on the road to independence. A little saved regularly
will amount to quite a sum in a short lime and assure
you success

:div

EFFORT
EVANGELIST
CHRISTIAN
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If there is anyone who doubts that
At the Christian tabernacle last
trainer,
Benny Clmvez, Newman's
returned last night
.
.
will be night revival work was continued by arrived in La Vegas last night from
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over
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and
afternoon
the past month visiting friends and
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Chavez' is confident
relatives.
will be every kind of piece known to evening discourse was upon the sub- that Newman will win over Yoakum
of
Houston,
Mrs. Walter,, Rogers
the dancing public, and they will all ject of "Christian Confidence as a this time and will work hard with the
front stairway.
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NOTICE.
The La. Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
Jakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed jo hunt or
fish upon this property except mem-oer- s
of tho club, and all persons go-
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ing there must be prepared to show Cash in advlnce preferred.
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Otherwise they will be arrestLAS VEGAS
ed for trespassing.
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month

W. Hall.
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Secretary

P. Mills.

Petten, Secretary. J.
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RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
Don't overlook, the grave fact that

I.

y

0.
CHAPTER NO. 1, ROYMASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Maaonlo
Temple at 7:30 . m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
to at
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tend. F D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V, Hedscock, cemetery trustee.
1.

in'-'te- d

rheumatism easily "settles in the
heart," and disturbs the valvular ac
tion. The cure consists in removing
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MR8. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Seal)
Treatment, Facial Massag6, Manlcurt
Plaza Hotel.
Of flee hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. a
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SIGN PAINTING

N. O.
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TWO BEST live stock ranches
Cuba, 100,000 and 9,000 acres;
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This elegant Rogers'
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EMPRESS
FLOUR
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FOR RENT

Seven room nouse and
Mrs. Roman Moya.

Cheap, two four rooui
Eleventh street. Call 307
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.

FOR RENT

Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
176.

,

:15 p
11:05 p.
2:10
2:1

9:10 p. m
No. 2
No. 4... .11:05 p. m
No. 8.... 2:05 a. ra
No. 19. ... 1:45 p. m

r.

WEST BOUND
No.
No.
No.
No.

Desirable housekeeping
rooms with sleeping porch. 1030
Fifth street.
Seal.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 217
Railroad avenue; railroad men preferred. Mrs. G. E. Rusby.
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Subscribe for The Optic.

GRYSTAL iOE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

Las Vedas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

1200

Lincoln Ave

FOR RENT

Five room cottage on
Phone Purple 5301.

hi'il.

Lost

-- RETAIL

Between Schaefer'g drug store
and telephone office, pearl ear ring.
Return to 722 Fifth street and receive reward.

WILL TRADE Irrigated land near
Springer for Las Vegas real estate;
also 12d acres in Kansas for New
Mexico property. Box 111, City.

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Found
ON Sixth street, bunch

.

,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

fJJiscctlsstsGQissf

FOUND

PRICES

or More, Each Del very
2,000
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs-- ,
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LOCAL TIME CARD

bers are cordially invited. Richard
Device, G. K.; Frank Angel, T. S.

dollars personal property go with land; prices extremely
low; terms easy. T. C. Lee, San
Cristobal, Cuba.

by GER-

Made

COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. HalL
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem-

5,000

large barn.

For YOU!
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Bran and ground barley

at Trambley Roller
east of the power house.
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The Deep Lake Hunting and Fishing club has leased the lake known
as the Deep lake, which is located
south of the La jara lake of this
group of Kroenlg's lakes of the Ten
Lakes Land company. No person will
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
of the club,
property
and all persons going there must be
prepared to show a membership card
in this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing.
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
FISHINO CLUB.

keys. At Optic office.
FOUND

Baby's white flannel blanket for baby carriage. Owner can
have same by calling at Optic office.

The agonizing discomfort and senso
that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly alleviated by the use of Foley's Honey
It has soothin?
and Tar Compound.
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the gasping and ticklin? sensation in the throat and bronchial
tubes. "O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
I'm? Store. Adv.
of suffocation

When the baby is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the

feverish condition, corrects the stomach and checks looseness of the bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

ii

ANT Ads
Are Best

of

i!

Market Finders
search out the people to whom among au
those who MIGHT BUY tha particular tiling is worth most
Claasifle-- i

tij.

WORTH MOST iO saK..v
That property you want to sell
hear r
who reads the ads. in Oils swspaper and would aever
your property unless It were advertised aere.
1

tat

Others, who read and ans er ads. in this newspaper want
to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used mchl8ay
and furniture, articloe of we! ulneas of any sort, and musical instruments.

re anxious

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buys: a, of al) p
sible sorts of thlass, they have come to be finders of the best

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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mannefof spcIKmg,
but it had been accompanied by a bow
which Gloria thought uncouth. Her

vT"-rinTo"c-

CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a motherless
:rlrl who has apent most of her life at father had
sohool, arrives at her father's home In about Mrs.
Belmont. DavM Kerr is the political boss
iof the town and Is anxious to prevent his the manner
daughter learning of his real character.
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the
iChlcago packers, is negotiating with
Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a
'valuable franchise. They tear the opposition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
.paper.
(Continued from Yesterday)

Gloria could not understand why
she was not of most Importance, and
was not a little piqued at the long
wait In the cold while her father was
with Judge Gilbert. Her only consolation for being late to the theater
was that every one would be there to
see her arrive. She knew that when
"she entered the box every one would

I7H

written

once or twice

Gilbert, and Gloria, after
of society, was fain to

enlarge upon the number.
"It's been my one wish to meet
you, Mrs. Gilbert," said the girl. "I
went away when I was so young that
I can't honestly say that I remember
you, but in his letters father spoke so
often of you and of visiting here.
Didn't you father?"
Thus appealed to, Kerr was forced
to reply.
"Yes Oh, yes, Gloria, but never
mind

that

now."

Judge Gilbert was quick to come to
the rescue, and forestalled further
remarks by saying:
embarrassing
' I
suppose it will be a novelty for
you, Miss Gloria living in the country.".
Gloria laughed, and her answer contained due notice of what she intended to have in the immediate future.
"Father hasn't' a motor car yet,
and I don't know how I'll like it."
"You'll get .used to it," was Mrs.
Gilbert's comment. "Locust Lawn is
lovely in summer."
"But it isn't summer yet. And it
makes it Inconvenient when one wants
to go out in the evening. I've often
wondered why father didn't have a
town house.
He goes out so much
and must be in Belmont so late at
night that to my mind a town house
would be a necessity. But there he
sticks in the country like an old
poke."
Her idea of her father's duty to
himself was so strong that she turned
to him to tell him Just what she
thought of him. During her speech
Kerr had been exceedingly uncomfortable, but there was no way to stop
her.

"They Don't Know Me."
t
to
turn look at her. A harmless little
thought certainly for so pretty a girl
as she. She tried to beguile the time
by questioning Tom, but the driver
had suddenly lost his tongue, due to
Kerr's order issued privately, and
talked only indifferently on indifferent
topics. He was grossly ignorant concerning matters which to Miss Kerr
seemed of vital importance.
At last came her father with the announcement that she was to come in
to meet Judge and Mrs. Gilbert. The
girl was torn with conflicting emotions, being anxious to get to the theater and at the same time desirous of
seeing how many years ahead of Locust Lawn was this house which she
had been Invited to enter. There was
no reason why she could not do both,
since meeting Judge and Mrs. Gilbert
could mean only a few minutes' more
delay. They could then hurry to the
theater, and if she was pleased with
these new acquaintances she would
urge them to Join her. Loyal though
she was, she would welcome any one
iwho would be a diversion. Gloria
rwas quick to notice a faux pas, and
certain of her father's slips of gram-!ma- r

and lapses from punctilious etimade her wish some
less blunt:
At the door she was met by Judge
(Gilbert, who welcomed her to Belmont
with great cordiality. Here was a
jman who understood ,the niceties of
'life. Gloria's heart went out to him
almost as much for the manner of his
jwelcome as for its genuine warmth.
iAs David Kerr had done when he had
Centered the house, the daughter gazed
jabout her as she passed through the
hall, and all that she saw was given
the stamp of her approval. It was
Just another step in her growing ap-- "
ipreciation of Belmont as it really was.
She noted also the familjar terms on
"which Judge Gilbert and her father
were. She had never doubted her
'.father, yet this was a pleasing affirm-iativ- e
vote in her theory of Belmont
ilife which had not been without its
contradictions that day.
"I wonder if you remember Mrs.
Gilbert?" said the Judge as he
ushered Gloria into the library. At
her entrance, Mrs. Gilbert, a really
'
gracious woman, came forward to
greet her.

quette had
,

"How do you do, Miss Gloria?"" she
said, "it's a pleasure to find that
you've come back to Belmont."
"I'm charmed to meet you, Mrs. Gilbert. Indeed It is nice to be at home
once more and I'm so glad to have
you say so."
The next bit of conversation puzzled Gloria not a little. She remarked
it at the time, and even thought of it

once after she had returned to Locust
Lawn that night.
Judge Gilbert said quietly to his
wife, "Mr. Kerr, dear."
At this Mrs. Gilbert turned, bowed
slightly and merely said, "Good evening, Mr. Kerr."
"How d'ye do, ma'am," replied
Gloria's father, to his daughter's surprise and also somewhat to her disgust. Mrs. Gilbert's greeting had been
extremely brief, but her father's had
, &ih
oYtreniPiy TjrovuieiaL
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"That's Just what you are, father,"
Gloria asserted stoutly, "for sticking
in the country when you go so much
in Boclety an old poke."
Again Judge Gilbert came to the
rescue. "You forget he doesn't go out
as much as when he was younger."
"Exactly. I don't git out like I did
when I was younger," Kerr repeated.
"I think every one will have to like
me very much," Gloria complained
with a whimsical air of doubt, "to
come 'way out to Locust Lawn to see
me." She knew well that they would
come, but a town apartment, something modern, loomed large in her
mind. These remarks were only the
pioneer work preliminary to a siege.
"I'm afraid Belmont will seem mean
compared to the places you have
lived," suggested Mrs. Gilbert. In the
short time she had been with Gloria
she had seen enough to make her certain that there were breakers ahead.
"Not at all," answered the girl.
Judge Gilbert was talking earnestly
with her father, and this gave her a
chance to confess privately to Mrs.
Gilbert.
"It seems good to me because It Is
home, and I can do as I please without comment. I mean to live my life
to the full, Just as do other girls
whom I visit. Except when I've been
with them, it's been chaperon and
school, school and chaperon for so
long that I'm honestly glad to get into
a house where no one rushes in every
few minutes to see if I'm reading a
French novel or writing love letters
to the chauffeur."
Mrs. Gilbert laughed heartily at th?
martyrdom Gloria had suffered, and
promised that such would not be her
lot in Belmont. .When Mr. Kerr Joined
them she went to summon her o':iie:'
'
guests.
"Judge Gilbert has been 'telling me,
Gloria," Kerr began, "that ihin.Ks was
quiet here just at this season. iov

the others could not share their gratification, they could at least share
their surprise.
"Joe Wright, of all persons!" exclaimed Gloria, shaking his hands
heartily, her face radiant with smiles.
"Miss Kerr! You here!" It was
all he could say, but he put into It a
wealth of feeling which made It Impossible to mistake his meaning. He
forgot David Kerr, he forgot every
one but this girl whom now he met
again after so long a time.
"You're the last person I'd expect
to find in Belmont."
"But you're not the last person I'd
hope to find here," he replied.
Whereupon they both laughed and
shook hands again.
Mrs. Gilbert was the first of the
others to recover the power of
speech. "You know each other!"
'Indeed we do," replied Gloria. "We
traveled abroad for a time In the same
party. How do you happen to be
here?" asked Wright. "Tell me all
about it."
"There isn't much to -- tell. I live
here now."
"How funny!"
"I'm not apologizing for it," he
laughed.
"I don't mean It that way. Belmont
is my home, too. I was born here."
"Here I In Belmont!" He made no
effort to conceal his surprise.
"Yes," she said proudly; "I am the
daughter of David Kerr."
Had she struck him a blow full in
the face she could not more have staggered him., In the Joy of meeting her,
Wright had forgotten everything but
the pleasure of seeing her again and
the memories her presence conjured
up of what he called their mad old,
glad old Paris days when they had
been so much together. He had forgotten the sordid present with the
fight to make friends for his kind of
newspaper, the effort to meet the pay
and the continuous struggle
roll,
against what he knew to be the evil
influences of David Kerr. David Kerr,
her father! With Gloria's explanation,
raised by her pride in her father almost to a boast, all this was brought
back to him. He still smiled, but his
heart went dead within him. The sun
which had shone for him so gloriously
only a minute ago was now hidden behind the blackest cloud In the heavens.
Selfish as they wished to be, for a
time they were forced to Join in the
general conversation and satisfy the
curiosity of the others concerning previous acquaintanceship.
"When did you and Gloria meet?"
Kerr asked the newspaper man.
"First on a steamer going to Europe."
"And then accidentally any number
of times on the continent," added
Gloria.

-

'

"There's no need now of your fearbe lonesome, Miss Gloria,"
ing you-wiwas Mrs. Gilbert's comment. "How
lucky to find an old friend."
"Yes, Indeed," replied Gloria, with
such spirit that no one could believe
she was merely saying the polite
thing. 'T command you to come to see
me at once, Mr. Wright. I know hard,
You see I just
ly a soul in Belmont.
came home this morning."
Thus within a quarter of an hour
after meeting the boss of Belmont,
Wright found himself invited to his
home.
The circumstances that had
ll
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California"

"Telling you!" repealed Gloria. Why
her father need to have auy one
tell him anything about Dclmont?
Then wasn't she excuse enough for
all the gayety possible?
"Ain't got nothin' asainst California,
have you?" Kerr asked, ignorin;; her
exclamation.
"I don't know." She turned away
from him, conscience-strickeat her
tone of Indecision. "I wanted to come
home, yet "
"Don't you like Locust Lawn, girl?"
"Yes, yes," she answered quickly.
"But everything is so different from
what I imagined it would be. Give
me a little time to think about the
California trip."
At that moment Mrs. Gilbert returned with the guests who for some
little time had been onter'.;iai.i
themselves in the drawing-room- .
Mrs. Hayes and her husband weru
first introduced to Gloria. While they
exchanged a few pleasantries, Wright,
in charge of Judge Gilbert, was meetz net
ui.u mrs.
ing David Kerr if v:-'Ubert called him to her to present
him to' MTss Kerr t'.iat tne can...
the Belmont News and the daughter
of David Kerr came face to face.
To the surprise of the others present Gloria gave a little scream of delight and came forward with both
hands outstretched to greet the young
rnari. He no less gave evidence of his
Pleasure at the meeting. HiB face
lighted up with & smile and the way
-- s
rasned .both her .frauds betokened

"1 Am

the Dauahtts. of David Kerr."

did

n

brought about the invitation he would,
have considered out of the range of
all reason half an hour before. He
knew the, game too well not to under-- f
stand how the easy boss works and all
unconsciously Gloria was seeking to
fuither her father's plans.
Through friendship, loyalty and a
sense of obligation which one is not
permitted to forget, the political leadwhere
er obtains active
to deny him would appear base ingratitude. To keep from being placed In
such a position was Wright's one aim.
Consequently, to Gloria's invitation he
merely murmured a polite, assent, inwardly resolving to find sufficient excuses to make it impossible for him
to be a visitor at Locust Lawn Yet
something within him at the same
time was telling him that he must see
Gloria often.
A3 they were now leaving, Dr. and
Mrs. Hayes came to say good night
to Gloria. Gilbert and Kerr found this
the favorable moment to slip out of
the library unobserved.
"I've told Mrs. Gilbert how sorry we
?re we have to be going, because I
so wanted to have a little chat with
you," began Mrs. Hayes. "I'll give you
only a day or two to unpack before I
come to call."
"Please don't wait for that to happen," urged Gloria. "I've lived In
trunks so long that I'd feel like a
motor without gssgline if I shouW tat
.

0

hooks like civilized propie co.--"
"I wonder if you could be interested
In some settlement work I'm doing,"
continued Mi's. Hayes.
"Don't let her rope you into that,
Miss Kerr," protested the doctor.

"Isn't

it
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fashionable?"

Gloria cautiously.

inquired

"Not fashionable and highly Insanitary," was his verdict. "A germ is no
respecter of persons. My wife's liable
to bring home anything from measles
to socialism."
"But think of the poor, unfortunate,
ignorant people," pleaded Mrs. Gilbert,
who with Mrs. Hayes was interested
in a mission established in a poor
quarter of the town by the Presbyterian church.
"That's what I tell him," said Mrs.
Hayes.
"It isn't our fault, is it?" asked
Gloria. To her, settlement work was a
sealed book. Slatternly women with
troops of dirty, sniveling brats repelled her. Were she ever to develop
any philanthropy along these lines,
she was sure that the work would be
carried on vicariously.
"Of course it isn't our fault," added
Dr. Hayes emphatically. "I still say,
Rose," turning to his wife, "that I
have no sympathy for people who use
the bath tub for a coal bin,"
"I'll tell you about It Borne other
time," said Mrs. Hayes to Gloria, not
despairing of making her a worker.
"I.'m afraid you'll find me hard to
convert."
, "Then I'll appeal to Mr. Wright to
help me,"
"I have no influence with her,"
laughed Wright.
"Not since you ran away from us In
Paris," pouted Gloria.
Dr. Hayes and his wife left the library convoyed by Mrs. Gilbert
For the first time that evening
Gloria and Wright found no one to interrupt their conversation.
He was standing in front of the
grate, his admiration for the girl shining honeBtly forth from his eyes as he
.
watched her say the last
When the others had gone, she turned
to Wright with a smile. Walking
across the room to him she held out
her hand, and said simply:
"You don't know how glad I am to
find you here."
"Are you?" he replied, retaining her
hand while he spoke. "Since that's
the case I wouldn't care to be anywhere else in the world."
Then they sat down to talk of other
days.
good-byes-

CHAPTER
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thought about the matter at all she
never thought it strange that Belmont
should be the place for such labors.
"Have you ever been to Locust
Lawn?" was her next question.
"I have that pleasure in store for
me."

This pleased her. Even before he
came there were many little things
she could do to make the house appear
to better advantage. Although he had
not yet made explanation of his failure to come to Paris, she found herself anxious to have him oncernore
on the old footing of Intimate friendship.
"Are you the same as in the mad
old, glad old Paris days?" he asked.
She parried the question with another.

"Are you?"
"In some respects

only more so."
"That's a riddle. I hate riddles."
As he made no reply to this, she went
on after the pause of which he had not
taken advantage. "I hope we meet
accidentally as often as you met our
party abroad."
"Was it accident?" he made bold to
ask.
"Wasn't It? You pretended it was.
Then the mischievous little spirit that
ruled her tongue forced her to say, "I
don't blame you; I think Annabel
Hitchcock is a beautiful girl. We all
know you were crazy about her."
"Was I?" Rising inflection.
"Weren't you?" Also rising inflec
tion.
"I'll admit I followed your party,"
he conceded.
"Now we're getting at the truth of
the matter," she replied triumphantly,
She felt she was teasing him, and she
enjoyed it. "But why didn't you come

"ii

himself before heaven o protect h
from the truth.
"My mother died when I was
baby, just as your father did,' she ex
plained wistfully. "And, as I tola you
I envy you your mother.
I wish yoi:
had written me. I could have at lea!:
sent my sympathy."
Now Gloria understood. All thai
year her thoughts had presented him
Manasref of Charity Society Put
other than in the true light.
"I wrote to you," he said gravely, that $50 that Mr. Blowhardt gave lDi
"as soon as I wrote to anyone. I didn't the vanity fund.
know your address, and ventured letSecretary Why?
Hei
ters at Brown, Shipley's In London,
Manager of Charity Fund
and the American Express company in inly gave it to please his vanity.
Paris. I bad heard you speak of both
places, I thought Both letters came
A SIMPLE ARRANGEMENT
back."
"Give them to me. I want to keep
them.
We left Paris before you
wrote, and hurried to Japan. Our mail
was sent in care of Cook's. What did
you do afterward?"
"I took a long rest. There was not
a relative to share my Borrow with
me. Now that I've come down out of
the mountains and taken stock of life I
find I haven't a soul in the world "
"Don't say that, Joe." She felt
drawn to him and put forth
her hand and laid it on his sympathetically. He turned his own and let
hers nestle within it.
"You're still the same Gloria."
"A year isn't so long a time."
And so they sat, with never a word
to say, just that hand clasp of silent
sympathy as they gazed into the fire.

(To be Continued Tomorrow)

There is more Catarrh in this secthe country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to bo Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment pronounced it incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney-anCo., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the mar
ket It Is taken Internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
falls to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-
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Hardly Does your wife ever bothetj
fou about her new bonnets?
Easy Not in the least When sha
wants one she simply gets it and had
the bill, sent in.

tion of
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There was so much to he said that
Wright and the girl were at a loss to
know where to begin now that they
had an opportunity to talk without Interruption. With Gloria there was an
undercurrent of unrest caused by the
fact that she feared he had carelessly
broken the promise made on the Rhine
to meet her again in Paris. She had
waited and he had not come.
Wright was no less interested in
what they were about to say. In the
first place, after a long absence, he
was again with the girl whom he had
made it a point to meet at various
places in Europe. To add confusion
to their friendship, which he had highly prized, had Just come the astounding revelation that she was David
Kerr's daughter. How could he be a
friend of the daughter and an enemy
of the father? Then, too, what did
she knew of her father's methods, and
of his own attitude toward the boss of
Belmont? And if she knew, what did
she think? These things made conversation rather an exhausting mental
exercise.
"Well?" Gloria smiled, inviting him
to begin the story of all that had happened since they had shaken hands
and parted, he to go to London and
she back to Paris where she was to
see him later but where disappointment awaited her.
"Well," he answered. He wanted
her to begin, and thus give him the
cue to her line of thought
"This isn't much like Paris."
"You're here.'
"Yes," she laughed, "and you're
here, too. That's why it isn't like
Paris when I saw it last."
At .any rate, I'm glad we're both
here." He was anxious to have her
Interpret the present.
"For me it is the first time in twelve
years."
This came as a. glad surprise to
Wright. Then she cannot know much,
he thought. Her remark emboldened
him to say:
"Didn't you tell me your father was
a real estate operator?"
"Yes. Didn't you know that?"
"I had almost forgotten. You see.
I am practically a stranger here. You
and I are alike In that respect If you
have not been here for a dozen years."
Oh, I wouldnt say that," she replied quickly. "My father knows everybody and everybody knows father. I
shall know every one in a week."
"Yes, that's true," he said cautiously.
"How long have 'ou been in Belmont?" asked Glori:., seeking to satisfy her own curiosity now that she had
told him something about herself.
"Only a month or so."
"I think it'i
queerest thing in
the world that we should meet here
of all places. What are you doing
here?"
And then Wright lied. He did not
have time to consider what might be
the ethics of the case. He listened to
his heart, which may have made him a
traitor to himself, and answered
promptly:
"I've been doing some magazine
writing and an occasional bit of news
paper and similar work."
Had he been asked ho could not
have explained why he had not replied
Just as promptly that he was the owner of the Belmont News. What the
real reason ,S.ha..couidLcgJ; even

CFTEM THUS

'TIS t"0'?'J'Sii, iitid 'TJloria. i
hi grief, was silent, too.
i&xk-';e had talked glibly of newsso glad she lived to see it si!
paper and its duty, and here an hour come true," Gloria said finally v
was
later he
denying his own under low tone. "It makes me think of ,. ..
the fire of a pair of laughing eyes.
sacrifices my father has made for ir.t
Gloria, whose ideas of business were Just because he loved me and wantet
as vague as her notions of politics or me. to have
everything, he has give
esoteric Buddhism, accepted his expla- up what
I might have been to bin;
joy
nation as adequate; especially since Your
story has taught me what I
she recalled that when In Europe he
him."
had been writing some magazine arAt this a sudden
shot throi:'
ticles about the tariff. Since she never the man's heart. It pain
made him pled,,
tiT.iiiHo

MANY NIGHTS

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists. 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation. Adv.

"I Had Hoped to Meet You in Paris

Again."
on to Paris as you promised us? I'd
like to know why we suddenly lost
you. Was It another girl even prettier

than Annabel?"
He did not join her when she
laughed at the picture she had painted.
All the light - joyousness, the first
which had been his since he had come
to Belmont, died out of his face as he
answered:
"After the Rhine I had hoped to
meet you In Pails again. I looked
forward to it as the beginning of another happy time. And then, in London, I received a cable my mother
was dying."
"No," protested the girl, her eyes
wide with pity
"I had just time to catch the express
for Liverpool that would put me

aboard a liner an hour before she
Miss Kerr, I know I thought of
Paris, but things all seemed blurred
to'me, and so the message I had
planned to you not to Miss Hitchcock
was never sent."
"My poor friend."
"I reached America too late."
"I'm so sorry," she sighed.
He had told the whole story. There
was nothing more to say.
Both sat gazing into the open fire.
sailed.

busy with the thoughts of life and
death. At last Gloria said quietly,
with no more movement, than if her
thoughts had of themselves become
vocal:
"Tell me of your mother. I never
knew my mother, and so I envy you.
You loved her?"
Of his
"I loved her," he began.
own affairs he seldom spoke, yet here
was one who by her very presence
made him glad to tell his story, and
glad that It was a story he could tell
with pride. "Son never loved mother
more. And never did a son owe a
mother more than I owed mine. I
never knew my father. He was a good
man, but not provident. When he died,
mother found she had to support her
self and me, an only child. O Miss
Kerr, if you knew the bitterness of
that struggle as I know it your heart
would ache, too, at thought of It."
He paused, but something clutched
at Gloria's throat She could not
speak.
"If mother could have a fault, it
was her pride of me. I supposo when
all the thiuRS she had planned for her
self came to naught at my father's
death she centered everything on me.
It wasn't right, of course, because 1

wasn't worth it, but I tried, always
tried to be worthy of that prido. A;id
Tb2i!isMB e tft

DENTISTS AT POINT COMFORT
Old Point Comfort, Va July 22.
The fifteenth annual meeting of the
southern branch of the National Den
tal association began here today In
conjunction with the annual meeting
of the Virginia State Dental associa
tion. Leading representatives of the
dental profession in 15 southern states
were present when the gathering was
formally opened with an address by
the president, Dr. S.W. Foster of At--i
lanta.

First Tramp Say, Ragsy, did you
ever see "Ten Nights in a Barroom Tj
Second Tmap Tut, tut. I've seei
ten hundred nights in a barroom.
AWFUL

,

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?

Tramp Say, mister, I just found this
j
baby in a basket
Policeman That's bad.
Tramp Yes, but the worst part 13
that it was a wash basket
CAUSE

Upon the correct answer to
question Will depend
much of the pleasure of our
outing. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the
ta Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, tut you will find it
invaluable.

this

'

FOR WEEPS

1?

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast KpsoHs
this summer?
information about summer fares and train service, et;.,
sent promptly, if you address
Complete

t
I

I

I).

I,

BAICUELOIt
Agent

"Cry baby!

"Raw-aw-a- !
I stepped on dat
nana, an' it wasn't bait et yet!"

b:

Proper Color.
"There is one class of widows wh
should wtar not black, but green."
"Who are they, pray?"
"Graes widows."
The Reason.
"Why do you use so much nui
k.t f i a::(ming?"
"iipcause I gut from it
sultB."

LAS VEGAS DAILY

EIGHT

Cur of

Anofhe:

Light

automobile lumps
this evening.

at

7:57

Try "a dram ot OIQ '"royior
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Wat

TUSSDaV, 'JULY

22, 1913.

Finc)yB Goi,jen wedding By aged
ln w,ood. Direct from the
distillery
t0. you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv.

LOCAL NEWS
o'clock

0P-,-

BOYS

The public Is invited to attend the
dance 'to be given Wednesday night
in the armory in honor of the members of the ' New Mexico National
Guard. No admittance will be charged.

Brlen has entered the emA large number of the members of
ploy of the Buhler barber shop. Mr. the National
Guard have been taking
O'Brien was formerly of the O. M.
of the Y. M. C. A. reading
advantage
Ward shop.
rooms and baths and have thoroughly
Ed.-

O,

x

MONDAY

IT

WILL UNLOAD

MORNING
.

i

Get Your Order In Early

The weeds Btlll continue to grow in
different sections of the city regardless of the order that was Issued by
Mayor Taupert that they should be
cut.
The public is Invited to attend the
dance to he given Wednesday night
in the armory in honor of the members of the New Mexico National
Guard. No admittance will he charged.
The subject for Evangelist Run-yanaddress at the women's meeti-intomonow afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the Presbyterian church is "The
King's Jewel Casket." The ladies'
quartette will provide special music
for this meeting.

's

g

stearns Store

The Fraternal Brotherhood deeded

at its meeting last night to hold a

I .....

YOU CAN GET

ICECOLD BUTTER niLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANYTIME - 15c GALLON
I

0.071 1 A

IB

WO

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

m
THR
1
IL,)
1
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According to Volunteer Weather Observer O. L. Hargrove of the New
Mexico Normal University, the maximum temperature for yesterday was
76 degrees, while the minimum was
56 degrees.
This in New Mexico,
which is said to be a part of the

"great American desert."

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

I

social meeting next Monday evening
in their lodge rooms.
This meeting
will be a general good time affair
and all members are Invitied to be
present whether they live in this city
or not.

n DPI
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AIN WAGON

Rev. Father John Baptist Guerovich,
assistant pastor of the Church of Our
Lady of Sorrows, this morning filed
with William B. Stapp, deputy county
clerk, his Intention of becoming a citizen of the United States. Father
Guerovich is a citizen of the republic
of France.
The Greater Las Vegas band will
give a concert tomorrow night in Lincoin park.
It has been some time
since the band played in Lincoln park
and a good crowd is assured. The
band will play a short concert In front
of the armory, preceding The Optics
military ball.
The opera house orchestra will play
the first number at the Christian tab
ernacle this evening promptly at i
o'clock. It also will play an offertory
and will accompany the choir in all
the songs. Another feature of this
meeting will be a solo by Mrs. H. M
Northrup entitled "The Great White
Throne."

11INE RESCUE

IT IS EQUIPPED WITH ALL AP
PARATUS FOR USE IN UNDERGROUND DISASTERS
Mine Rescue Car No.

Sole Agents

THE BREAKFAST
will ciways be a success if you serve Chase
& Svmobrn's
f

SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food testes good witn it
HE GRAAF gr HAYWARD CO. STORE
Sole Agents for Las Vegas, N. M.

.18

ilome of Ilia Best of Everytliing Eatolile

MIDY

READS

Hit

LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Jefferson Raynolds,

M.

M,

Sundt,

George H. Kinkel and Dr. F. E. Olney
went this morning to the Montezuma
hotel property in the Hot Springs canyon to investigate the condition of
the buildings and, grounds. Mr. Sundt
as an expert builder, will make an
estimate as to the probable cost of
putting the bath house into commission once more. The vlBit this morning was made because of the recent
offer of the Santa Fe railway to deed
the property to the Las Vegas, Y. M.
C. A. Mr. Raynolds is a member of
the business men's committee appointed for the purpose of inducing the
board of directors of the Y. M. C. A.
to accept the offer. The meeting with
the Y. M. C. A. directors, who were
represented this morning by President
George H. Kinkel, will be held some
time in the immediate future.

Hitar

GIRLS

a Country Cottages

Best Ball Bearing

I

CLOSE

ON FRIDAY

HALF HOLIDAY IS DECLARED ON
ACCOUNT OF VISIT OF THE
GOVERNOR

several
Tlje arrangements made
days ago to the effect that all the
business houses would close their
doors on next Friday afternoon In honor of the governor have met with
public approval, and people will be at
leisure.
Managers of the purchasing
departments of each home are requested to get their orders in early Friday
morning so that there will he no delay
in the closing of the stores.
The program for the day will prove
interesting. Governor McDonald will
be here and things will be lively at
A regimental par
Camp McDonald.
ade will take place at the camp fol
lowed by a general Inspection
and
band concert. The militia ,wifi Be at
its best on Governor's Day and the
parade will be a sight worth seeing.
In the evening the big Commercial
club dance in honor of the governor
and officers will be In order, thus as
suring that not one minute of the day
will be dull. Many people are plan
ning to go- to the camp to witness the
maneuvers and review.

$1.55 for the $2.00
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Kind

PORCH SHADES

yard for best Table Oil
Cloth.
75e for $1.25 Tennis Rackets.
25c, 35c, 45c for. Tennis Balls.
5c for three Nest Eggs.
5c for 3 dozen Clothes Pins.
5c for Blue Seal Vaseline.
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
5c for Map'ie- Door Stops.
85c for $1.25 Galvanized Rural

shades come in

weather-proo- f

great variety of colors. They admit
just the rroper amount of fresh air yet
maintain perfect seclusion to those
a

10c for White Enameled Mugs.
10c for Pointing Trowels.
15c for Screen Door Sets
20o

LI

flEROLUX
These
REG.

r

q
h
k

"7

S.PAT. OFF

U.

RCilC SHADES

upon the porch.
They transform any porch into a perfect resting place. The NO- WHIP ATTACHMENT with which these shades were equipped prevent
flapping of the shade. The shades successfully keep out the hot rays of
f.
the sun and while they maintain the porch cool and comfortable, admit
:
just the prope' amount of light.
Call and see our display or a telephone call will bring
the"Aerplux"man
who will show you color samples and then if you wish, take the measurements
of your porch.

jr

DM
623-62-

Bouglas Ave

5

Mail Boxes.
See Our Big Line of
CAST ALUMINUM WARE

Jefferson

Raynolds, President.

K

D. Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

This Week at

TIE

S. B. Davis,

Vice President.

H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

ROSENTHAL

Opposite

Y. M. C. A.

FIRST NATIONAL. BANK
SECONDCOIilENCEMENT

OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital,
THOSE WHO DID NOT
RECEIVE
DIPLOMAS IN MAY WILL GET
THEM THURSDAY

N

M

Music

"Love's Old Sweet
Glee Club

Invocation, Captain Harvey M. Shields,
Chaplain of New 'Mexico National
Guard.
P.'ano Solo
,"Praye
Miss Marguerite Cluxton
uiass oration, Hon. E. P. Bujac.
Major New Mexico .National Guard
Presentation of diplomas and conferring of degrees, President' Frank H
H. Roberts.

serenade

management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Plnza hotel.

Interest Paid on

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOCK

$1,050

Kir

.

OVERLAND MODEfc 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demon
trator show you
r

Las .Vegas

MmMz 'ft

Phone Main 344.

Macliiae

Whalen,

a

Fowler Props

&

BUY A i3 WTO DELIVERY VillGOll
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Mlnmum
Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customer

'THE WOMAN QUESTION'
i

BAKERY GOODS

.
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REV, MR. RUNYAN' WILL ADDRESS
GATHERING OF WOMEN
TOMORROW AFTERNOON

CAN BE MADE

Time SSsposits

and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper thsn horse power

TO BE DISCUSSED

THE BEST THAT

Surplus, and Undivided r'noprrs 435.000

Song

After a series of conferences extend
Glee Club
ing over several months,' the officials Music
....."That Girl of Mine"
of the Chicago, Peoria & St, Louis
Orchestra
railroad, and the telegraphers em Benediction
The Rev. J. S. Moore
ployed by the road, have arrived at
an agreement whereby the telegraph
"HARVEY'S"
ers will receive an Increase of wages
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
varying from 5 to 10 per cent.

SANITARY

JlOO.OOO

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy at! Accommodation Within the Scoiie of Good Banking.

Thursday evening In the assembly
hall of the New Mexico Normal University the second commencement ex
ercises will he held. The first session
was held Thursday evening, May 2i.
At this time 25 diplomas will be given
out to those who failed to get them
last May. An interesting program has
been planned. The music will be fur
nished by the Normal orchestra and
glee club under the direction of Miss
The class ora
Marguerite Cluxton.
tlon will be delivered by the Honor
able E. P. Bujac, a major of the New
Mexico National Guard. The program
for the evening is as follows:
Music
.."Humoreske
Orchestra

luuBiu

of the de

partment of the interior of the United
States passed, through Las Vegas this
afternoon attached to Santa Fe train
No. 1, en route from its headquarters
at Denver to Madrid, .where it will
remain for several days and then
continue to mines in Arizona. This
is one of the eight cars that have
been provided by the government for
the safety of miners all over the
'"
country.
This is the Colorado car and is gen
erally stationed at Denver. The out
fit of the car consists of a number
of the latest machines invented for
the restoration of life. One apparatus that is carried in this car will
restore to life a person who has
ceased breathing for one hour and 20
minutes, thus showing the efficiency
of the apparatus. Oxygen Is used In
the machine and the pumping of this
into the body causes the supposed
dead person to breathe. It is an invention of a prominent German phy
sician and Is now in use in all the
cars belonging to this department of
the United States.
Practically every ctass of life sav
ing apparatus is carried in this car.
Machines to restore a dfbwned man
to life or one In a suffocated condi
tion caused from smoke are provided,
while a complete fire r;gntlng system
also is carried. The car Is In charge
of C. S. Stevenson, who demonstrates
the use of the apparatus at the different mines where the car stops. A
Red Cross nurse and a physician also
travel In the car, which is for use at
any time when a big mine disaster
takes place.

t
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Skates

Old

2

You need not go into the country
duringO the tint
ifl J. J
... 1 mnntKo
......
Climina.
llJUllt-Uhave your porch equipped with

F'l

Side-Wal- k

Porch
titan

STORE WILL

EVERY

CAR IS

HERE A SHORT TIME

Gross, Kelly, ,& Co.

them. Each year that the
militia camps here the Y. M. C. A. has
offered the association for the use of
the soldiers and It proves to be a big
help towards entertaining the boys.
enjoyed

a

Y&ur Own

The "Jewel Casket" lecture to be
given at the ladies' meeting Wednesday afternoon at the Presbyte
rian church by the Rev. W. M. Run-yashould not be missed by any
woman of Las Vegas. Crowd
ed houses have greeted it in many ci
ties of the east and audiences once
hearing it ask to have it repeated. It
is not for church women only, but
for every progressive mind engaged
on the problem of woman's vocation.
The younger and older, matron and
maid, will alike enjoy and gain by the
hour. The ladles who have made spe
cial request for this lecture to be given here address every woman In Las
Vegas with a hearty invitation to at
tend and to bring invited friends. The
lecture is, of course, given free. Make
a date for this presentation of the
eternal feminine," and let nothing
push it aside. At 3 o'clock,
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We

a.re headquarters for fresh

Vegetables

and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES

CHERRIES

AN

EVERY DAY

CD. BOUCHER I
PHONE MAIN 4

and 21

The public is invited to attend the
dance to be given Wednesday night
in the armory in honor of the mem
bers pf the New Mexico National
Guard. No admittance will be charged

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFEID GO&lPMtlY,

Agmis

Furniture of a

house complete, Including a very handsome
blrds;eye maple bed room suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
seat, rugs, chairs, etc.
Owner leaving city, wishes to sell aft together if possible.
CALL OR PHONE

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

,

Prest. and Mgr.
603

Llnco'm Avenuo.

I

